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ID 8335

Look for Corporate financing, investor
Next Generation User Generated Content
This system is the first Fully-automated User Generated Content system, in this case for
Connected Marketing or User Content Automated Marketing (UCAM). We are looking to
revolutionize regional as well as some types of international marketing and advertising
worldwide with our system.
The “User”, in this case a retail business, international brand or company offering products,
services or anything to the consumer, can generate Marketing & Advertising in the form of
a Website, Banner or an animated and/or video experience as seen on TV and this using
only copy and paste. The business owner or Marketing Director can create and store his or
her Marketing and Advertising ideas and concepts (text, picture and/or video) in text &
picture using MS Word, Power Point, or any other text file for text and pictures; as well as
storing pictures and/or videos in almost all formats. This makes it easy for anyone from
anywhere in the world to create, update or chance any marketing and advertising with a
computer connected to the internet and this in professional quality without the use of
special software, hardware or skills, just very simply copy and paste or drag and drop.
We are looking for an Investor or Investors for the “go to market stage” in Europe at the
present, we will however look to expand worldwide as soon as possible and could possibly
need further investment for this stage dependant on growth and the marketing time plan.
For the “go to market stage” in Germany and Europe/worldwide we will need 1 -2 million
Euro or 15 – 25 million Euro respectively. We see the German market with a potential in the
€/$100 millions and Europe in the single digit billions Euro/Dollar. Worldwide we see a
double digit billion Euro/Dollar potential.
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More informations and contact
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